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This summer NOW Gallery is proud to present Routine, a new audio visual installation by
London-based artist Ben Cullen Williams and self described “hard to place” multidisciplinary artist
GAIKA, which explores the relationship between humans and the stark city systems in which we
live.

http://www.nowgallery.co.uk
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KX9vl3QkOxSSjMkcGrlaM-gZMOD5rrau


Taking place in the newly opened Design District in Greenwich Peninsula from 22nd August -
3rd September, Routine will be presented in L-ISA, a groundbreaking spatial audio technology by
L-Acoustics.

Routine asks: What are cities without people? How are people influenced by their environment, and
vice versa? How can we make a humane system within cities in which we can exist sustainably?
Humanity and the urban environment are innately interconnected, but there is conflict within that
shared dependency: what is essential for the community can be dystopian to the individual.

Routine will place the viewer in a generative space that continually evolves as it explores these
ideas. A multi-channel film - captured via drone, 8mm and digital, will juxtapose stark portraits of
people in isolation against cluttered and uncompromising cityscapes. A custom built sound
instrument will interact with the viewer as they move through the installation, activating a feedback
loop that continuously adapts to people, feeding sounds generated in the space back into the
environment, creating a score in real-time.

Working in partnership with audio-tech innovators L-Acoustics, Williams and GAIKA will bring the
viewer inside the music in three-dimensional, ultra-high resolution sound through their L-ISA
immersive technology, which creates hyperreal spatial audio.

Ben Cullen Williams says, “When we think about sustainability we are often drawn to images of
green forests and natural environments. But this project discusses another core issue: what is our
humane relationship with the built environments that we exist in, is it sustainable for humanity in the
long run?”

GAIKA adds, “I’m city made, born and bred. I’m fascinated by the relationship we have with the built
environment. The emotional dependency we have developed on these large inanimate objects and
our trajectory through them.”

Jemima Burrill, NOW Gallery Curator says, “NOW Gallery promotes and collaborates with cutting
edge performance and music. Our gallery has always been home to musicians creating a connection
between fine art and performance, with GAIKA and Ben Cullen Williams this continues an exciting
synergy. We are also part of a new development with 14 000 homes for everyone. We are aware of
the relationship between the hard buildings and the soft connection people have making their space
a home. We are intrigued by how Routine will explore people’s relationship to their environment, how
this is summed up in film and sound, creating a connection between humans and the urban
cityscapes.”

Ben Cullen Williams and GAIKA first collaborated in 2021 on Williams’ 2021 London Design
Biennale creation Cold Flux. Williams’ work has been shown internationally in renowned galleries
and spaces such as the Musée d’arts de Nantes, the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, Sadler’s Wells,
Piccadilly Lights and The Bolshoi Theatre. He has collaborated with Wayne McGregor, Marina
Abramović, the polar explorer Robert Swan, Google Arts and Culture, and MIT. His projects have
won and been listed for a number of awards including a D&AD Yellow Pencil, the RIBA award, and
the Aesthetica Art Prize.

https://www.l-acoustics.com/
https://l-isa.l-acoustics.com/
http://bencullenwilliams.net/cold-flux-2021


Emerging from the electronic music underground, GAIKA is a globally connected auteur who draws
directly on his Afro-Caribbean heritage and his experience of navigating a variety of global
metropolises. His politically charged views of urbanised living are expressed as artwork that
combines large-scale spatial and architectural aspects with music and video performance.
Ruminating on psychogeography, morality, tech and emotions, he builds escapist worlds which
inspire people to delve deeper into the issues that he explores.

Exhibition dates - 22 August - 3 September 2022
Private view - 26 August 2022

With additional performances during the show

More from Ben Cullen Williams:
Website | Instagram

More from GAIKA:
Instagram | Spotify

Design District
www.nowgallery.co.uk

Free Entry
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ABOUT L-ACOUSTICS
For over 30 years, L-Acoustics has been developing innovative sound systems and technologies that
elevate the listening experience. Recognized for pioneering the current standard for large-scale live
events, the line source array, L-Acoustics continues to shape the future of sound with L-ISA Immersive
Hyperreal Sound technology offering multi-dimensional audio.

ABOUT NOW GALLERY
Conceived as part of the on-going regeneration of Greenwich Peninsula, NOW Gallery sits within
a pavilion designed by architects Marks Barfield, moments from The O2 and North Greenwich station.
One of the original buildings created by Knight Dragon, it is a public exhibition space for contemporary art,
fashion, photography and design, with an ever-revolving programme of free to attend work from
established and emerging artists, designers and other creative practitioners. Providing a place for
investigation, NOW Gallery is a space for creatives to develop ideas and unprecedented artwork. It plays
an important role of connecting to the locality via introducing interactive pieces of work that invite the
public in to engage, contemplate and return, forming a relationship with the surrounding area and helping
to shape the Greenwich Peninsula community.

http://bencullenwilliams.net/
https://www.instagram.com/bencullenwilliams/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/gaikasees/?hl=en
https://open.spotify.com/artist/543QE1sqcqcNAL8JSK4Jzd?si=6hj0ypGEQEiocxbQ35Z_iw
http://www.nowgallery.co.uk
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